Object detection can be difficult due to challenges such as variations in objects both inter-and intra-class. Additionally, variations can also be present between images. Based on this, research was conducted into creating an ensemble of Region-based Fully Convolutional Networks (R-FCN) object detectors. Ensemble strategies explored were firstly data sampling and selection and secondly combination strategies. Data sampling and selection aimed to create different subsets of data with respect to object size and image quality such that expert R-FCN ensemble members could be trained. Two combination strategies were explored for combining the individual member detections into an ensemble result, namely average and a weighted average. R-FCNs were trained and tested on the PASCAL VOC benchmark object detection dataset. Results proved positive with an increase in Average Precision (AP), compared to state-of-the-art similar systems, when ensemble members were combined appropriately.
INTRODUCTION
Object detection is a fundamental area of computer vision that has had a great amount of research over the past decades. The general goal of object detection is to find a specific object in an image. The specific object is typically from a pre-defined list of categories that are of interest. Object detection generally consists of two larger tasks; localisation and classification. Localisation is typically drawing a bounding-box around the object indicating where a given object is in the image and classification is determining the type of the object with an associated confidence.
Object detection is a challenging problem due to both large scale issues and minute differences between objects. Firstly, there is the challenge of differentiating objects between classes. Depending on the problem at hand the number of potential classes present can be thousands or tens of thousand. On top of this, separate object categories can be both very different in appearance, for example an apple and an aeroplane, but separate categories can also be similar in appearance, such as dogs and wolves. These main challenges of object detection stem from two categories which defined per (Zhang et al., 2013) as: robustness-related and computational-complexitity and scalability-related.
Robustness-related refers to the challenges in appearance variations within the both of intra-class and inter-class. These variations can be categorised into two types as per (Schroff, 2009) as: object and image variations. Object variations consist of appearance differences between object instances with respect to factors such as colour, texture, shape, and size. Image variations are differences not related to the object instances themselves but rather the actual image. This can consist of conditions such as lighting, viewpoint, scale, occlusion, and clutter. Based upon these differences the task of both classifying a given object as a given class but also differentiating the potentially largely varying objects into the same class is challenging.
Current state-of-the-art in object detection is within the realm of deep learning with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)s. Deep learning methods are of such a scale that given appropriate data have been able to address the two main challenges mentioned earlier. This is exemplified with almost all leading entries in benchmark challenges such as PASCAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2010) , ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) , and MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) consisting of CNN-based approaches. Additionally, recent trends with CNN-based object detection methods have been to incorporate ensembles of networks to further enhance performance (Huang et al., 2016) .
One of the main goals of an ensemble system is to reduce the variance incorporated in the training process. An example is to train classifiers on different subsets of the data, creating a number of different ensemble members. The assumption is that the classifiers will make different errors on a given data point. However, by combining the classifiers the errors will be mitigated by the increased strength from lower individual variance. The ensemble members created in this work address two of the three main strategies from (Zhang and Ma, 2012) to build an ensemble system. Namely:
1. Data sampling and selection: selection of training data for individual classifiers.
2. Training member classifiers: specific procedure used for generating ensemble members.
3. Combining ensemble members: combination rule for obtaining ensemble decision.
The robustness-related challenges are addressed by exploring the possibilities of designing expert ensemble members towards both object and image variations in a leading object detection benchmark. This is done by training an ensemble of Region-based Fully Convolutional Network (R-FCN) with ResNet-101 networks. Data sampling strategies are used to create subsets of data with respect to object resolution and various image quality factors. Finally, two separate combination strategies are explored for combining the ensemble members. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related works are reviewed in the next section, in xxxx 2 RELATED WORK One of the first methods to show that CNN could significantly improve object detection was that of R-CNN . The method obtains the name R-CNN as a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used on regions of the image. Regions are pre-computed as proposals using a method such as SelectiveSearch (Uijlings et al., 2013) to give an indication as to where objects may be located. In R-CNN the CNN model is used as a feature extractor from which a class-specific linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be trained on top of. The AlexNetbased feature extractor is firstly pre-trained on a large dataset designed for classification and then fine-tuned to object detection. Each pre-computed region proposal is run through a forward pass of the model to extract features and then passed to the SVM.
The R-CNN method was improved the following year with Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015) and aimed to improve speed and accuracy. One of the significant changes is that training end-end rather than in the multi-stage pipeline in R-CNN. A CNN is again used as a feature extractor where Region of Interest (RoI) pooling is conducted on the final feature map. Afterwards the forward pass continues through two fully-connected layers followed by two sibling output layers replacing the external SVM. The sibling outputs are a softmax classification layer that produces probabilities for the object classes and another layer for bounding-box regression. In R-CNN, the only deep network used was AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) , however, in Fast R-CNN the authors experiment with networks of different size. It was found that the deeper network VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015) for computing the convolutional feature map gave a considerable improvement in performance. As the name implies the main improvement is the speed in respect to both training and testing. By computing a convolutional feature map for an entire image rather than per object proposal the number of passes in the network is lowered significantly. While Fast R-CNN provided improvements in both accuracy and speed, the increase in speed is only in relation to the actual object detection and assumes that the region proposals are pre-computed. Therefore, there is still a significant bottleneck per image as a region proposal method can typically take a couple of seconds.
Faster R-CNN addressed this bottleneck in the third iteration of the R-CNN method. Faster R-CNN showed that region proposals could be computed as part of the network through the use of a Region Proposal Network (RPN). The RPN shares the convolutional layers and feature map used for computing features with RoI pooling in Fast R-CNN. As these layers are already computed on the entire image for the classification pipeline, the added time for proposals using the RPN is negligible. Apart from the change in how region proposals are computed, there is no difference in comparison to Fast R-CNN. An RPN takes the last convolutional feature map as input and returns a number of object proposals.
The winner of the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) 2015 and ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2015 detection challenge was based on deep residual networks (ResNets) . As is well known with CNNs, deeper networks are able to capture richer higher-level features. The authors showed that this is also beneficial in the object detection domain. In an ensemble of three deep residual networks with 101 layers was trained for object detection and another ensemble of three used for region proposals with the RPN while being based on the Faster R-CNN framework. In addition to the ensemble, the winning entry also added box refinement, global context, and multi-scale testing to the Faster R-CNN.
The current leading method on MS COCO is an extension of the previously explained ResNets . This method denoted as G-RMI on the MS COCO leaderboard (COCO, 2017) is an ensemble of five deep residual networks based upon ResNet and Inception ResNet (Szegedy et al., 2016) feature extractors. No work has been published yet on G-RMI at this time, however, a short explanation of the entry is included in a survey paper from the winning authors (Huang et al., 2016) . The approach was to train a large number of Faster R-CNN models with varying output stride, variations on the loss function, and different ordering of the training data. Based upon the collection of models, five were greedily chosen based upon performance on a validation set. While performance on the models were important, the models were also chosen such that they were not too similar.
Recently, a newer approach to region-based methods has been proposed with the use of Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) through the R-FCN . The overall approach is similar to that used in region-based methods such as , (Girshick, 2015) and . First, it computes region proposals using a region proposal method and then it performs a classification on these regions. R-FCN uses the RPN from Faster R-CNN for proposal computation. However, RoI pooling is performed on position sensitive score maps rather than the last feature map. The score maps are split up to represent a relative position in a k × k grid, with each cell presenting information relative to the spatial position of an object.
OBJECT DETECTION WITH R-FCN
One of the current leading object detection methods is the R-FCN . The authors of R-FCN were inspired by the recent advances in FCN classification networks. R-FCN uses positionsensitive score maps computed by a bank of convolutional layers. The maps add translation variance into the detection pipeline by computing scores in relation to position information with respect to the relative spatial position of an object. A RoI-pooling layer is added after the score-maps, however, no convolutional operations are done after this point ensuring translation variance.
The overall approach of the R-FCN also consists of the popular two-stages of region proposal and region classification. Region proposal is done using the RPN from Faster R-CNN followed by the position-sensitive score maps and RoI pooling for region classification. Similar to Faster R-CNN, convolutional layers are applied on the input image and the RPN computes region proposals. After this, positionsensitive score maps aid in classification.
The added translation variance post finding proposals with the RPN by producing a bank of k 2 score maps for each object category. Therefore, there are a total of k 2 (C + 1) maps. The number of k 2 maps is due to a k × k spatial grid representing relative positions. Typically k = 3, therefore, nine score maps represent position-sensitive scores for a given object category. For a given RoI placement the vote for relative position is sampled from their respective map in the bank.
Once the bank of score maps have been computed, position-sensitive RoI-pooling is found for region classification. Each individual k × k bin pools from its corresponding location in the relevant score map. For example, the top left bin pools from that position in the top-left score map and so on. The final decision for a given class is determined by a vote where each of the bins are averaged, producing a (C + 1)-dimensional vector for each RoI.
PROPOSED METHOD
An ensemble of R-FCNs with the ResNet-101 model will be trained towards different robustnessrelated challenges in the Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and Computational Learning Visual Object Classes (PASCAL VOC) dataset. The data used will follow the leading methods for PASCAL VOC 2007 object detection. Training will be done on the 07+12 train sets and testing was conducted on the 07 test set. Evaluation was conducted using the Average Precision (AP) metric as per the 07 guidelines.
Leading object detection systems take advantage of ensemble methods. Many of them are trained with regards to the variations in internal architecture and not specifically training experts towards solving specific challenges. Therefore, the system in this work will take advantage of the first ensemble strategy from (Zhang et al., 2013) , data sampling and selection. The individual R-FCNs were trained on different subsets of training data with the aim to create expert ensemble members in regards robustness-related challenges, namely object resolution and image quality.
The third strategy in building an ensemble system, to combine predictions from individual members of the ensemble is also addressed. Bounding-boxes and the confidence of each detection will be combined using an averaging and a weighted averaging method is tested on a number of different combinations of ensemble members.
Training Ensemble Members
The training of the R-FCN members will be done using Convolutional Architecture for Fast Feature Embedding (Caffe) (Jia et al., 2014) . This was chosen due to the research being available from the authors of R-FCN through training code and pre-trained Caffe models. As there is the requirement to combine detections between ensemble members, the detections must be found based upon the same input to each model. This is ensured by using pre-computed region proposals found using an RPN. In a standard R-FCN the RPN is an internal part of the network and is trained end-to-end. However, as these proposals must be constant between all ensemble members this method is not appropriate. Instead the networks are trained using a method inspired by the 4-step alternating training method presented by the Faster R-CNN authors . The process can be seen in Figure 1 . In this approach the overall network in trained in multiple steps. First, an RPN is trained to determine region proposals, the RPN is initialised from a pretrained ImageNet model and fine-tuned to the proposal task. Next a R-FCN is trained based upon the proposals found in the previous step. This network is also initialised with a pre-trained ImageNet model. In step three, another RPN is trained but initialised using the R-FCN from step two. In this step the convolutional layers that are shared between the R-FCN and RPN are fixed and only the layers unique to the RPN are updated. By training a model with this approach a testing image is able to run through the same steps as a R-FCN trained end-to-end, however, as the networks are split into different models it is also possible to use the stages of the method individually. Creating a solution for finding region proposals with an external RPN and having a number of R-FCNs that can take the proposals as inputs.
An additional benefit to training R-FCNs in this manner is that once a baseline model has been created only one part needs to be re-trained. As the aim is to train various ensemble members to different subsets of data only the R-FCN in stage 2 is required to be re-purposed. The RPN in stage 3 should be kept constant based on the baseline model as it will provide the shared proposals for test images. Therefore, once a systematic approach has been found for splitting data for both train and test based on the data sampling and selection requirements the detection part of the R-FCN can be trained towards its expert area. The following sections will explain how the subsets of data will be selected.
Object Size Data Sampling
The area of a region proposal found with a RPN gives an indication as to the approximate size of a potential objects. Therefore, the area for all proposals on the training set can be computed from the output of the second step in stage 2 shown in Figure 1 . Once the area of all proposals are computed an appropriate split of the data can be determined depending on the area distribution. The main requirement in creating the subsets of data is that equal number of ground truth samples should be present in both.
Image Quality Data Sampling
There are many choices for computing the quality of an image and a popular area of research for this purpose is Image Quality Assessment (IQA). These methods aim to determine the subjective quality of an image. There are two forms of IQA, Full-Reference Image Quality Assessment (FR-IQA) and No-Reference Image Quality Assessment (NR-IQA). FR-IQA approaches require the original, undistorted reference image in order to determine quality. Whereas, NR-IQA do not have this information available (Bosse et al., 2016) . As the aim is to determine the level of image quality on one of the benchmark datasets, no reference image is present. Therefore, an NR-IQA method is required. Current state-of-theart within NR-IQA is also deep learning based and works are typically trained on IQA datasets. Datasets include Laboratory for Image & Video Engineering (LIVE) dataset (Sheikh et al., 2006) (Sheikh et al., ) , TID2013 (Ponomarenko et al., 2013 and CSIQ (Larson and Chandler, 2009 ). The datasets consist of source reference image and have artificially created counterparts with varying levels of distortion. Distortions include, such as in the LIVE dataset, JPEG2000 compression, JPEG compression, additive white Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur and bit errors from a fast fading Rayleigh channel. Models can then be trained to predict subjective quality based on ground truth user determined quality measurement.
Based upon this, an NR-IQA method can be used to determine the level of image quality with respect to a number of different distortions. Then as in object size training the data will be split into appropriate training subsets.
R-FCN Training
Training of the baseline R-FCN model shown in Figure 1 is done using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimisation with largely the same parameters across the five different training parts. The parameters are adapted from . All models start with a base learning rate of 0.001 which is dropped by a factor of 0.1 once in the process. This is done after 80,000 iterations for the R-FCN models and after 60,000 for the RPNs. The learning rate is controlled with a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005. The two R-FCN models are trained for 120,000 iterations, while the three RPNs are trained for 80,000. The only data augmentation used in training is horizontal flipping of images, effectively creating double the amount of training examples. Additionally, Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) (Shrivastava et al., 2016) is used in the training process.
Resolution-Aware Ensemble Members
To determine an appropriate split of data the distribution of the ground truth bounding boxes area from the 07+12 set was analysed. This was done by parsing all of the bounding box coordinates in the set and calculating the area. A histogram of the all of the ground truth areas can be seen in Figure 2 . There is a clear tendency to smaller objects in the training set with a clear skew towards the left of the figure. The data in Figure 2 can be split into two equal subsets if the median area of 19,205.5 is used as indicated by the red line. However as mentioned, the ensemble R-FCN members are trained with region proposal inputs of both ground truth positives and negative examples found using a RPN as per the multiple step training scheme. A potential shortcoming of using proposals as inputs to training ensemble members is a RPN finds many more examples of possible objects than actually are present. Ground truths are determined by setting the proposals with the highest confidence as the ground truth examples and labelling the remaining proposals as the background class. This creates a large difference in the number of samples in comparison to the end-to-end training approach. The total number of training examples is increased from 80,116 ground truth object instances to 9,979,345 region proposals. The median of the almost 10 million proposals is 4,684 pixels, a significantly less than 19,205.5 determined using only ground truth boxes. If the subsets were split by the median of all RPN proposals (4,684), the two sets of data would have equal numbers of examples. However, there appears to be a large skew in RPN proposals to smaller objects and therefore there significantly more ground truth samples in the subset of data containing larger objects. This can be seen in Table 1 , where despite there being an almost even split in data subsets there are significantly more ground truth annotations in the RPN larger subset. Another option is to use the median of 19,205.5 found on only ground truth boxes. The data distribution based on this threshold can be seen in Table 2 . In this instance there is significantly more data in the RPN larger subset, however, the skew is solely due to the many more background examples. The ground truth annotations are shared equally with 40,058 samples in each. As the overall goal of object detectors is to find objects within the classes, the decision was made to use the threshold of 19,205.5 to create the split in data, despite there being significantly more background examples in one of the datasets.
The R-FCN ensemble members were trained on the two subsets of RPN. To evaluate how well the expert resolution members perform on the respective subsets of data tests were performed on splits of the 07 test data. This data was split by using the same median threshold of 19,205.5 used in creating the training subsets. Firstly, the results for small objects from 07 test can be seen in Table 3 . Shown are R-FCNs trained on RPN smaller , RPN larger and a baseline model trained on all 07+12 data. The table shows that the model trained towards smaller object proposals on RPN smaller performs best. This trend is similarly true for large objects as seen in Table 4 . Finally, for all ground truth objects the baseline model is the best performing as seen in Table 5 . (Tokui et al., 2015) as code and a model trained for all distortions types on the LIVE dataset were available from the deep IQA authors. However, to create a more powerful ensemble models were fine-tuned from the model provided towards each of the 5 distortions in the LIVE. The training settings are the same as in the deep IQA work apart from the number of epochs in training. As fine-tuning can drastically decrease training time the epochs were decreased from 3,000 to 500.
The models for each distortion type are run through the 07+12 dataset in order to give an indication to the respective distributions. The distributions can been seen in the histograms in Figure 3 .
The distribution for white noise and Gaussian blur is skewed towards a higher image quality and also to a lesser extent in fast fading. Whereas the image quality for compression distortions is somewhat of a Gaussian nature. For determining an appropriate manner to split the data the same constraints are made as in that for object sizes, namely that both subsets of data should have an equal number of ground truths to train on. Again using the median for each of the five distributions can satisfy this. The respective medians can be seen in Table 6 and are shown by the red lines in Figure 3 . It does not appear feasible to create subsets of data for white noise image quality on 07+12. The combination of both the heavy skew and half of the data lying below 0.599 indicates that a minimal amount of white noise distortion is present. Therefore, this distortion is not considered for part of the ensemble. While the Gaussian blur image quality is also skewed it is similar to that of the the object sizes and therefore is deemed appropriate to split based upon its median of 5.607. The remaining distributions are much less skewed and a total of eight R-FCN models will be trained for the high and low levels of image quality for the distortions Gaussian blur, JPEG compression, JP2K compression and fast fading. Therefore, in total there will be ten R-FCN models trained including the two for smaller and larger object sizes.
As in the resolution-aware R-FCN networks individual tests are run to evaluate whether or not the models trained on the above data are candidate experts. The 07 test set is split into lower and upper subsets for each distortion type according to their respective medians. The two respective experts trained on each of their subset and the baseline R-FCN model are evaluated on their respective subsets. Similar results are not found in this instance as in the object resolution experts. For each of the 5 distortions both of the trained experts perform very similarly and are generally 3-4 AP lower than the R-FCN model trained on all of the data. Regardless of this result the following section will present a method to ensemble these members as they may still complement each other.
Combining the Ensemble Members
The two strategies, average and weighted average, for combining the ensemble members will be described in this section. The method for inferring each test image will be the same apart from the combination step. For a given object proposal each network will infer a bounding box and associated confidence for all classes. After this the given ensemble combination method determines the final detection where the confidence and the four corners of the bounding box will be averaged.
Average Ensemble
Each of the five ensemble factors are weighted evenly in the overall ensemble. Within each ensemble factor pair, the detection for one of the pairs will be chosen and the other discarded. This is determined by where the given factor lies for the test image in relation to the training data distribution. For example, if it is measured that an image with a deep IQA model to have JPEG compression below the threshold used to split the data, then the detection found using the model trained on that data will be used. This results in five detections that will be weighted equally to find the final detection by:
where n is the number of detections found by the n ensemble factor, p is the detection result to be averaged and i represents one of the ensemble factors. Finally, j is one of the five values found by each detection, namely the four corners of the bounding-box and the associated confidence.
Weighted Average Ensemble
As in the average ensemble, each of the 10 trained networks will be used on all object proposals found using the RPN. Between factors, weights are distributed evenly across each of the five different types of factors as in the average ensemble. The weighted average ensemble is determined for each bounding box and the associated confidence by:
where w i is the weight for a given detection.Weights are determined in pairs for each of the 5 ensemble factors, where the total sum of weights is equal to n. If each detection were to be weighted equally all w would be equal to 1. As the weights are calculated in pairs each ensemble factor is overall weighted equally as the pair of weights can at most be equal to 2. By using this tactic, detections between ensemble members can be weighted differently but each factor is weighted equally. Weights for a given factor are found according to where the the test image lies for that factors training data distribution.
If the image factor result f i , for example proposal size, is below the value used to split the data the weights are calculated for the detection found with the given lower network by:
and the weight for the upper network w U pper by:
where median i is the value used to split the training data and min f i is the minimum quality for the given factor in the training set.
However, if the quality is above split the w U pper is calculated by:
and lower weight w Lower :
It should also be noted that outliers are not included for the calculation of min f i and max f i by removing the values below the 1% and above the 99% percentile. This ensures that the weighing of factors is not too heavily affected by outlier values.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the results for the two aforementioned ensemble combinations strategies will be presented. When appropriate the result for the baseline R-FCN ResNet-101 model trained on all of the 07+12 training data and will be presented and denoted as Baseline. The results presented will be on the 07 PAS-CAL VOC test set as also shown in earlier preliminary results in this report.
The results for both combination strategies using 10 ensemble members can be seen in Table 7 . 79.59 Faster R-CNN 76.4 YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016) 78.6 While neither of the combinations provide an improvement over the baseline method, both have an increase in performance in comparison to their respective image quality expert results.
To the evaluate the contribution of both the eight quality factor ensemble members and the two resolution members these were combined separately based on the two strategies. By separating the quality and resolution members the performance decreases by roughly 1.0 for both in comparison the the average ensemble result. This appears to indicate that the two complement each other well and have their own expertise for this problem. The weighted average combination strategy does not show as large of a decrease in performance for image quality as the average combination does, however, there is still a drop from 79.47 to 79.04. There is also a decrease in performance for the two resolution members showing an AP of 77.84 on the test set. This seems to show that the addition of weighing individual detections based on proposal size as a poorer approach. There appears to be an indication that image quality members are well suited to adding a weight to detection. Whereas, the resolution members are better suited to simply taking the detection from the appropriate model. The results for this can be seen in Table 8 where both combinations are tested. The two strategies are shown as either Image Quality or Resolution followed by the subscript Avg or WAvg indicating the combination strategies of average or weighted average respectively.
Results in Table 8 show that by using separate strategies where image quality members are weighted and when resolution members are averaged only increases the performance. Additionally, the performance surpasses the baseline model.
The results so far have only been with different combinations of the expert ensemble members. Another strategy is to include the baseline model trained 79.59 Faster R-CNN 76.4 YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016) 78.6 on all of the 07+12 data. As the baseline model performs well by itself the other ensemble members will act as support It should be noted that as there is no complementary member to the baseline. Therefore, its detections are weighted by 1.0 regardless of ensemble combination strategy. Firstly, the results for the average and weighted average ensemble can be seen in Table 9 . The inclusion of the baseline model is shown by the subscript base . Performance is increased in both cases, the weighted average is increased by 0.22. While the average strategy is increased by 0.43. 79.59 Faster R-CNN 76.4 YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016) 78.6 The addition of the baseline model to the ensemble using different strategies for the two factors can be seen in Table 10 . This provided the best result of any ensemble combination. Image quality with the weighted average and resolution with average ensemble results in 80.09, an increase of 0.50 in comparison to the baseline R-FCN.
The AP results for each category for the Image Quality WAvg / Resolution Avgbase ensemble can be seen in Table 11 . The tables show results for the baseline model, the given ensemble method and the difference between the two for a given class.
Finally, two examples of detections can be seen in Figure 4 . For both instances, on the left is the full size image and right a zoomed version of the object and detections. The detections shown are for the ground truth annotation, baseline, Resolution base (Res) and Image Quality WAvg / Resolution Avgbase (IQ / Res). Additionally, shown in parentheses in the leg- 79.59 Faster R-CNN 76.4 YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016) 78.6 end is the Intersection-Over-Union (IoU) between the ground truth and detection for the given method.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work has presented a method for creating an ensemble of R-FCNs trained towards object resolution and image quality using the PASCAL VOC dataset. If combined appropriately an improvement against the standard R-FCN method can be obtained. Addressing items such as the skew in factor distributions data may help create better individual members and create a stronger ensemble.
This work uses R-FCN as the backbones, however, any object detection method could be used and shows the possibilities of engineering towards specific challenges in object detection. Figure 4 : Detections for the bird class from an image in the 07 test set. Shown are the bounding boxes for the ground truth annotation, baseline, Resolution base (Res) and Image Quality WAvg / Resolution Avgbase (IQ / Res). The IoU between the ground truth and bounding box is shown in parentheses for each method.
